 Quelab Machine shop
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 Don Menning explains

his antenna

 John Estock

previews an auction
item

Next meeting January 11th at Kaseman

Theme: Unusual or particularly interesting vacuum tubes
It’s hard to believe that the New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is officially two decades old.
Many good people have worked hard to build and maintain this club., for all members to learn
and enjoy the radio collecting hobby, so we go to the next decade. The left, the 1st Newsletter

The NM Radio Collectors Club Celebrates 20 Years

T

he official NMRCC formation date was January
1995.
Ex-member Don Adamson
provided the roadrunner and
Zia logos that we've been using ever
since. Well, I believe a roadrunner
with headphones was my idea, but I
could be wrong, said Steve Shepard a
founding member. The roadrunner
could have been an idea that several
had, but, I worked with Don Adamson,
as he was into computers and the internet back then, and he did a lot of the
graphics stuff for the newsletter, but
we all approved the final logo.
The church we met at is long gone- It
stood alone, surrounded by mostly
undeveloped land, but that part of Paseo Del Norte is now filled with shop-

ping centers, restaurants, and
stores.
Steve provided the first organizational letters and the first
"newsletter" also January 1995,
along with the original roster. Lars
Roose was the editor/publisher of
the newsletter, check out some of
the articles, copies are available.
Thank you
Steve for the
newsletter
scans and pictures. Steve
was a founding
member.(ed)

SETTING THE STAGE: “COMPARISON 1925 CROSLEY 1-TUBE
“PUP” & CROSLEY 2-TUBE model 51” By John Anthes
CROSLEY radios have been featured topics at NMRCC meetings five times starting in
2003 for “One-Tube Radios” and then in 2005 for “Crosley Tube Radio Sets.“
Former life-member Chuck Palmer frequently showcased his Crosley “PUP Sky Terrier”
(Continued on page Five)

The NMRCC Holiday Meeting Minutes by John R Hannahs
However the benefits of having the Quelab resources at our disposal offer a whole new dimension of goodness. I'm turned on!
Driving to Quelab which is located by 6th Street and just south of
I-40 is an industrial area consisting of buildings from the 60's, for
the most part.
Quelab has a paved parking lot right up to the front door which
makes it real easy for us to bring equipment inside for display,
sale, or demonstration. This was quite inconvenient before. The
main 40X40 room is all open and equipped with enough tables,
chairs, and AV equipment. Surrounding this room are individual
workshops for metal and woodworking, an electronic workshop, a
textile area, a game room with electronic "toys", a locksmith shop,
an area for 3D printer creations, and so on. Essentially, everything is here for the person who would like to restore a radio.
He could even create a new knob or bezel that was missing. One
thing I noticed missing was a bead/sand blaster outfit. I was told
they had one and are in the process of obtaining another. There
is an area to serve food and drink and all that went very well ..
thank you!
John Anthes kicked off the meeting and mentioned we would tour
the facilities and vote for a resolution in January. He then introduced Adric Menning, spokesperson and executive of Quelab.
Adric is the son of our long-time member Don Menning.
Adric explained the companies beginnings as patterned after
what was happening in Europe when experimenters, hackers,
science oriented people and so forth needed a place to "create
things", sort of like the story of garage shops here in the US. As
Adric said "where can we go find a place to go and work and create". Thus they formed an LLC specializing in 3D printing, woodworking, textiles, and bicycle creations. They found a better plan
was to be a non-profit, member operated, board of director, organization. They are open to the public on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. I felt they were a competent and business-minded
group with a sincere desire to help others get on board with technology.
Learn more by checking out the website: Quelab a NonProfit
Makerspace & Hackerspace in Albuquerque, NM! | A place to
make things!
Members took a guided tour
of the facilities and enjoyed
food and drink. The tailgate
sale was indoors. Absent members missed a great opportunity
to obtain some quite collectable
items, thanks in part to Andy
Baron who did some unloading.
The 7 inch TV was something I
lusted over ..darn. Our December show-&-tell was for high tube count radios. First was Andy's
WC12 Western Coil radio; battery operated and TRF circa 1927.
This web site is shows exactly what this radio is:
http://www.radiomuseum.org/r/
western_co_radiodyne_wc12.html
Next John Estock entered his 9 tube model 1928 Radiola which
was quite popular back then. Mark Toppo brought in a 1934, 10
tube, 2 speaker Stewart Warner R110 which is outlined in detail
here:
http://www.radiomuseum.org/r/stewart_wa_1107_r_110_a.html
John Anthes brought in his show stopping 1934 Scott AW15,
complete in 100% perfect chrome and teak Napier cabinet. It

NMRCC 2015 MEETINGS
Jan 11th - Unusual or particularly interesting
vacuum tubes
Feb 8th - Old test equipment, tube testers, rf
signal generators, O-scopes, bridges,
meters and etc.
Mar 8th - 30s, 40s, ham equipment, aircraft
and other military radios/transceivers
Apr 12th - 1930s art deco radios, chrome
chassis and intricate wood design radios
May 17th – Spring Picnic and Tailgate
Event
Jun 14th—Reflex and regenerative radios
Jul 12th - Radios with tuning indicators
(magic eyes, shadow tuning, tuning
meters, etc.)
Aug 9th - Unique and novel radio antennas
and noise eliminators
Sep 13th - Wild Card Sunday” (nifty science gizmos, novel science toys,
or non- radio collection, electronics, or science related that you
think will dazzle your fellow members
Oct 11th – Fall Picnic Audio distortion of
radio receivers demo
Nov 8th - Old computers, calculators, slide
rules, and associated items
Dec 13th - Unusual Devices/Stump the Experts- Unusual tubes, light bulbs, transistors, and radio parts. Also, who can
identify that strange gizmo you found,
or explain how an unusual object
works?

Proposed Programs

*Radio trouble shooting and repair workshop

*Alignment of AM/FM tuners workshop

NMRCC Officers for 2015


John Anthes: President



John Estock: Vice President



Richard Majestic: Treasurer



Chuck Burch: Secretary



Ron Monty: Membership



Mark Toppo: Director



Ed Brady: Director



Ray Trujillo: Director



Richard Majestic: Newsletter Editor
(President pro-tem)

(Continued on page Three)
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(Continued from page Two)

sounded as elegant as it looked. So naturally this was
the winning radio with 11 votes. Andy won 2nd prize
with his Western Coil WC12.
Final notes; bring your $20 membership fee for 2014.
Ron Monty is collecting and many have already paid. I
may have missed some names, but here is a list of last
names who did attend… Hannahs, Shepard, Davidson,
Baron, Monty, Rindfleish, Palmer, Tobin, Pattison,
Clough, Harris, Trujillo,
King, Toppo, Anthes, Estock, Pastuszyn, Burch, and
Menning. It was good to see Chuck Burch accompanied
by his wife Cheri who looked after him following last
weeks gall bladder surgery. Ray Truillo brought his wife
Maureen. I missed a few and apologize accordingly.
The January meeting will be held at Kaseman; please
come.
EOM jrh
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N M R C C F o u n d i n g m e mb e r s —

Steve Shepard

Lars Roose

Jim Steuber

Alexandria Nelson

Bob Avery

Recollections Early Meetings

By Chuck Burch

I was transferred to New Mexico in January 1996 as an oil industry consultant to assist
joint research projects with Sandia and Los Alamos National Labs on new mathematical
and computational techniques for oil exploration. I had been collecting and restoring radios in Oklahoma. At first, I found the radio pickings in New Mexico much more expensive and more limited than what I was used to in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas where inexpensive fixer-uppers were fairly common. During my first few weeks in
New Mexico, I attended some Patton and Wight Auctions where I got a few radios, but I
was usually outbid by a guy people called Lars. It also seemed every antique store where I
asked about radios would mention Lars.
Before moving here, I saw in Antique Radio Classified that Albuquerque had a radio club
that met 3rd Sundays of the month. I attended the January meeting and joined that month.
Eric Barbour
The club had only been formed the previous year. The meetings were held at a church on
the northwest corner of Tramway and Wyoming. Back then, that area was isolated and
mainly vacant land. Now, that area is heavily developed with many stores, and I am not
sure the church building even exists anymore. When the church where we met merged
with another church, we had to find another location to meet. John Estock arranged for us
to meet at Kaseman but we needed to change our meetings to the 2 nd Sunday of the
month, which are the same place and time we meet today.
I can not remember everyone at my first meeting but those I remember meeting early on
were Geoff Shearer who was the president, Bill Shultz who founded the club, Mike Anderson and Don Adamson-both in the Air Force, Jim Stueber who clearly knew a lot
about repairing radios, Lars Roose who I remember saying in his introduction to think of
Moose when saying his last name, Steve Shepard, John Estock, George Cortelyou, Frank
Don Menning
Franowski, Ed Brady, Ken Shipley, Ed Sage, and Wendy Shearer. At my first meeting,
people talked about finding radios at the flea market held every weekend at the Fairground, so guess where I started going. While I would usually see Geoff Shearer, Mike
Anderson, Don Adamson, and Lars at the flea market, I would occasionally land a radio
jewel, but it always seemed Lars usually scored any big finds.
A few days after my first NMRCC meeting, I saw Lars in the parking lot near the building where I had an office at Sandia. Lars and I frequently left work about the same time,
and we would talk radios in the parking lot. At the time I concentrated on getting old
radios to work well and would only do minor repairs to the cabinets. Lars encouraged
me with my early cabinet restorations and taught me some of his techniques. I also
learned many cabinet restoration tips from NMRCC club presentations by Ed Brady,
Frank Franowski and Geoff Shearer. Lars also arranged for me to see Ed Sage’s radio
collection which was probably the world’s nicest collections of mirrored radios. Ed was
John Estock
very selective who he showed his collection to, and I feel fortunate to have seen it. A
few years ago because of deteriorating health, Ed’s collection was auctioned off by Estes Auctions.
Like now, the early club meetings had a tailgate swap meet before the meeting, but it seemed many more members brought items to sell. . It also seemed a larger percentage of the people at the meetings were actively collecting and restoring radios. The actual meeting was very similar to those today. There was also a little radio
trading at the end of the meeting, and auctions were occasionally conducted either during or after the meting. I
can remember Steve Shepard bringing a Zenith 7G605 Bomber Transoceanic to either the 2 nd or 3rd meeting I
attended. He bought it at a Hamfest for 5 or 10 bucks, and the club auctioned it for $185. It was the first 7G605
I had seen first hand. I was used to getting TOs in Oklahoma for $20-to-$40, but I still kick myself for dropping
out at $160 for the bomber. It was also at either my 2 nd or 3rd meeting that I was recruited to do the club newsletters that I did for two separate multiple-year stints. After a few months, the club seemed to have auctions
more frequently that occurred right after the main meeting. Shortly after starting to meet at Kaseman, we
changed the auction to be before the meeting as it was too difficult to haul things from the parking lot to our
meeting room.
I remember my first club picnic which was at George Shute’s’ place where I met others in the club like the Santa
Fe-ers: Andy Baron, Dan Mason, Stan Franowsky, and Ric Easley. I remember picking up a very nice Zenith
Chairside and a 12-tube Zenith black dial console at my first picnic auction. In the early years, we had one picnic a year, and we would have it catered by Rudy BBQ. We later decided to go cheaper in order to have both a
spring and fall picnic.
Many of the early members are still active NMRCC members. Some have passed on like Bill Shultz, Joe Knight
and Dan Mason. Some have moved to outside New Mexico like Mike Anderson (Colorado Springs), Geoff and
Wendy Shearer (Washington DC area-Geoff is the president of the Mid Atlantic Radio Club), George Shute
(Arkansas), and Ken Shipley (Arizona). A few members’ interests have moved to non-radio areas, and they are
no longer members.
The club has grown since its early years by collectors moving to New Mexico, local radio collectors learning of
the club, and new people developing an interest in radios, but the number of members seemed to have stayed
fairly constant over the past ten years or so. Our meetings today are very similar to those when I joined the club
in 1996. I really enjoy our meetings, the experiences everyone shares and the great people we have as members.
While some states might have much larger radio clubs, I am not sure the members have any more fun. We
should feel fortunate to have such a great club in New Mexico. ~CB
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“COMPARISON 1925 CROSLEY 1-TUBE “PUP” & CROSLEY 2-TUBE model 51 by John Anthes
at several of these monthly meetings to the envy of
many members. With the sudden passing of our friend
and valued club contributor, the “PUP” became available from his estate during the May 2014 Picnic and
Auction. John Anthes is very grateful having the opportunity to add this one-tube “A Genuine Armstrong
Regenerative double circuit receiver” to his collection.
Powel Crosley was well known to appeal to people of
limited income and sold this one-tube radio for $9.75.
This radio today is rather rare because they were
tossed out in favor of improved radio models. This situation is similar in causing the rarity of early transistor radios 30 years later.
Figure 1 shows the announcement of the “PUP Sky
Terrier” in Radio Magazine dated September 1925.
The circuitry was licensed for manufacture under
Armstrong’s patent #1,113,149, (experimental and
Ham use).
Figure 2A, the front side of my newly acquired “PUP”
is shown with the Filament voltage knob having the
arrow, the Tuning knob for the “Book-style” capacitor
on the right and the regeneration knob on the left.
Also shown is the correct, original, WD-12 vacuum
tube.
Figure 2B, the reverse side is shown having the bias
wiring, the Grid-Leak resistor, and spring-loaded connectors for head phones on the left and Aerial and
Ground on the right.
Interestingly I had noticed, however, that Chuck
Palmer never demonstrated the operation of his “PUP”
during the show-and-tell portion of our meetings in
Kaseman Hospital. The lack of radio operation/
demonstration is a short fall, in my opinion, for our
monthly meetings. This is especially true for the early
battery set radios. I sometimes wonder how many
members have actually listened to broadcast radio on
a battery set using headphones or on a horn speaker
“reproducer?”
But besides that, HOW HARD COULD IT BE to get a
simple, one-tube Armstrong regeneration-circuit radio
working anyway? This article will try to illustrate the
answer to this question.
BACKGROUND RESEARCH BEGINS
So now, having a circuit diagram, I set about making
plans to determine if this 1-tube set might be returned to operational condition. Upon inspection, it
became obvious that the battery wire connections (A+,
A-, B+, and B-) all needed to be replaced. I contacted
John Estock who was first able to locate and to then
to replace badly deteriorated original battery biasing
wiring with look-alike vintage cloth-covered 20-guage,
multi-strand, hook-up wire. Even this seemingly simple
repair was difficult due to the constrained access volume in the steel housing. Estock accomplished this
feat (while Anthes was in Alaska during a RV vacation)
and won the Crosley Tube Radio Sets best-in-show
during the June NMRCC meeting.
In late September I contacted NMRCC life member
Chuck Burch to determine whether we might collaborate on an article for this newsletter. We decided to
get together in his “Radio Shack workbench” to start

checking out the “PUP.”
In preparation, I needed to have information and materials
on hand to get the “Pup” up and running. Right from the
start, I noticed that a detailed circuit diagram for the
“PUP” was difficult to obtain. It was not, for example, available in Riders and pre-dated all the other references in my
archives.
The Crosley model 51 circuit diagram, however, is available
in Riders and also that Chuck Burch owns one in his collection. Further, we identified that the first detection stage
of the 51 has a similar but not precisely identical regeneration stage to the “PUP” but followed by a second audiofrequency amplifier stage. But by then I discovered that it
was even difficult to identify the original vacuum tube, its’
operating characteristics, plus an unknown availability of
the tube.
After an extensive internet search, I found a seller,
who upon purchase of the advertisement in Figure 1,
provided the circuit diagram for free.
In Figure 3 the bottom half graphical part of illustrates
the Book-Style tuning capacitor in the upper left and the
Regeneration coils in the lower left. Circuit regeneration is
controlled with the “Tickler coil” adjusted by changing the
separation distance, and their coupling, between the two
coils. Also notice that the headphones are in series with
the 22 ½ V B+ supply.
Examination of the schematic, however, did not identify
the original vacuum tube type used in this set? The B+ is
shown to be 22 ½ volts but not shown is the value for A+/-?
So these questions sent me back to my small archive of vintage radio references.
In the re-print of “Radio Set Socket Layout Guide 1921
to 1935” by RCA Radiotron Division of the RCA
Manufacturing Co, Inc I learned that the original
vacuum tube type is a WX-12 (or WD-12 if manufactured by Westinghouse).
Back to the internet I went.
In one reference:
http://www.vcomp.co.uk/tech_tips/wd11/wd11.htm
I discovered that “The Crosley ‘Pup’ appears to be the
only radio factory-designed for the WD- or WX-12.
Westinghouse issued the WD-12, a UV-based version of the WD-11, in 1923. It was replaced by the
UX-based WX-12 in 1925 for converting storage
battery sets to dry cell operation”. (“The WX-12
was dropped from the official RCA product line in
1933.”)
From a second reference:
http://frank.pocnet.net/sheets/084/w/WX12.pdf
The operating characteristics of the WD- or WX-12 are
documented in this reference.
Figure 4 identifies characteristics of the oxide-coated Radiotron WX-12 filament Voltage to be 1.1 V and that the
Filament current is 0.25 A
Now I wondered if I recalled correctly that I actually
owned a WD- or WX-12 vacuum-tube? Scrambling through
(Continued on page Six)
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my vintage tubes I discovered that I had purchased two WD-12 tubes for $20 each that were
marked as “Good Filaments” from a tailgate held
during Antique Wireless Association, AWA, meeting I attended in 1996. (I really cannot recall what
I was thinking when I purchased these tubes?)
And, in general, “Good Filament” only means that
the filament can be checked for electrical continuity but is not tested for emission?
It should be noted that the WD-12, See Figure
5A, is a short pin vacuum tube. It has the same
base diameter as a 01A that incorporates the side
-pin needed, when rotated, to create a positive
downward pressure against the spring-loaded
socket contacts in the “PUP.” For comparison Figure 5B shows the WD-12 next to the much newer
and familiar ST glass- envelop-style 01A which can
be used as a low-cost and readily available substitute for the WD-12.
CONDUCTING THE TEST: COMPARISON “PUP”
VERSUS CROSLEY 51
OK! So now it appeared that we had the necessary
information to start to evaluate the operation of
the Crosley “PUP Sky Terrier” and to compare its’
performance to the Crosley model #51.
Also of note is a very nice operational demonstration of the Crosley “PUP” at the following reference using MP4 video format:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKqaYj09Ymw

Figure 6 shows the Crosley #51 in Chuck
Burch’s radio collection. This radio also
needed some repairs so that it was again
operational
HINT: the model 51 having a second radio
frequency amplifier tube greatly facilitated “Finding” a broadcast radio frequency
at Chuck’s home. And operating the #51
really identified the importance of a longwire antenna!
Also of note is a very nice operational
demonstration of the Crosley “PUP” at the
following reference using MP4 video format:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YKqaYj09Ymw
TO BE CONTINUED: PART 2 of a future NMRCC Newsletter ~J. Anthes
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2009

Your NMRCC newsletter writer, editor, publisher, printer, emailer
and mailer is taking
leave; I will stop doing
the newsletter monthly
but will publish quarterly a new newsletter.
Shown on this page is
just two years 2009
and 2014, but a total of
six (6) years of newsletter history. ~RM

2014
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of
radios for all its members.

NMRCC meets the second Sunday of the month at Kaseman Hospital, on
Constitution just west of Wyoming at 1:30 pm. Visitors Always Welcomed.
NEW MEXICO RADIO
COLLECTORS CLUB

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries)
5460 Superstition Drive
Las Cruces NM 88011
E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net
Phone: 505 281-5067
E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com
Phone: 575 521-0018

NMRCC NEWSLETTER
THIS PUBLICATION IS THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NEW
MEXICO RADIO COLLECTORS CLUB. INPUT FROM ALL MEMBERS
ARE SOLICITED AND WELCOME ON 20 TH OF THE PRECEDING
MONTH. RICHARD MAJESTIC PRO-TEMP NEWSLETTER EDITOR,
SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS IN WORD FORMAT, PICTURES IN *.JPG
FORMAT TO: RMAJESTIC@MSN.COM
ALL MATERIAL COPYRIGHT 2015
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FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/
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